Amish Mysteries: Bless The Child (Pigeon Hollow Hollow Amish Mysteries Book 4)
When Amelia interrupts a man in the process of kidnapping her infant son, Gabriel, she feels her only choice is to bargain with the man, and convince him to take her too. Being held for ransom by a man who thinks there is still money left from the robbery her parent’s committed almost twenty years ago, she begins to realize there may have been more to that crime than she’s originally thought. In a race to get herself and her son rescued, Amelia puts coded messages in the ransom letters the man forces her to write. Will her husband and family be able to decode her pleas for her life before it’s too late?
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Customer Reviews
This is the 4th book in the Pigeon Hollow Mystery series and it was definitely a great read. It kept me on the edge of my seat the whole time I was reading it. It is a must read. I give this book 5 +++ stars. It was that good. Samantha Bayard is one terrific author!!!

Bless the Child. But what child is being bless? You will find this book 4 full of suspense and
surprisingly forgiveness. The brothers lives have questions answered, but you must read to know
that truth, trust will set you free. Excellent short stories in Samantha Jillian Bayarr Pigeon Hollow
series. Read all four books you will be glad you did

This series is the most riveting series I’ve read in a long time. The four books just flowed so much
that I read the full set in two days. I would recommend it for teens to grandma’s. It teaches so many
things but mainly about forgiveness.

Although I have enjoyed book by Bayaar, I have to say this was not the most impressive. I
understand the “symbolism” in this very short, simply written story, but I feel it lacked emotion and
detail.

The last book answered all the question you wanted the answer to. The forgiveness all his children
gave was so amazing. In the end the old man found God and gave his confession. I really enjoyed
this series!!

In this 4th book lives are redeemed through forgiveness. This book is still has some surprises and
answers some questions left from the previous books. It ends the series in a very powerful yet
satisfying way. I truly enjoyed this series.

I really liked the series. Could you please write another one along the same type. Thanks again.
God blessing for your life.

This was a good story. I’m glad that Amelia and Caleb remembered their secret code message
system, they used when they were kinder in school.
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